
Callum McKenna
Principal Consultant - Accountancy

Callum is an established and successful finance recruiter, 
with over five years’ experience. He focuses on the success-
ful placement of accounting professionals from AAT Trainee 
right the way through to senior finance level. 

Callum’s expertise lies within assisting both SMEs and large 
corporations, and he prides himself in his ability to offer a 
tailored service to both candidates and clients. 

In a candidate-driven market, Callum will use his expertise 
of the accountancy market, to attract and approach the best 
talent available.

Testimonials

“Callum supported us in a recruitment campaign for a number of finance 
posts. Having tried previously without success to fill these roles ourselves, 
Callum identified new sources of potential candidates which has resulted in 
some excellent appointments. He fully understood our requirements and 
kept in regular contact as the campaign progressed. This was all despite the 
added challenges of the lockdown.”

Interim Head of Finance, Reigate & Banstead Borough Council

“Callum was extremely helpful when looking for a new job opportunity.
He listened to what I was looking for and kept me informed as and
when appropriate roles came up. I have now been placed by Callum in a
role that sounds really exciting and exactly what I wanted.”

Financial Controller, Manufacturing Company

“Callum was hugely instrumental in helping me find a new job. As well
as finding the available jobs and setting up interviews, he helped me 
prepare and found out as much about the format of the interview as he 
could. He is very friendly and helpful. I would definitely recommend him.”

Management Accountant, Manufacturing Company

“Callum reached out to me regarding multiple roles to help my job search. 
He was always in regular contact finding me the best roles that suited my 
requirements. Really friendly and professional approach. If you know of 
anyone who is looking for a job then send them to Callum. Really good 
consultant and very knowledgeable in his field.”

Finance Business Advisor, Professional Services Firm

“The fastest, easiest and most effective recruitment process I’ve ever 
experienced.”                                              Managing Director, Africa Power Ltd

Recent Engagements

➢ Head of Finance I 
Construction, Surrey

➢ Finance Manager | 
Manufacturing, Surrey

➢ Financial Accountant I 
Manufacturing, Gatwick

➢ Finance & Data Analyst I 
Manufacturing, Crawley

➢ Part-Qualified Management 
Accountant I Manufacturing, 
Surrey

➢ Bookkeeper I Services, Reigate

➢ Accounts Assistant I 
Telecommunications, Surrey

➢ Accounts Payable Specialist I 
Construction, Surrey

Contact: 01273 651036 | 07563 717528 | callum@harveyjohn.com | www.harveyjohn.com | @HarveyJohnLtd


